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HERITAGE MAXIMUM COLLECTION
The attention to detail distinguishes the Heritage Maximum Col-
lection of casement, awning and fixed windows, creating beauti-
ful vistas throughout your home. Unlike any other window, our
traditional design combined with modern day technology has re-
sulted in quality and performance second to none. 

Our 4½” fusion-welded frame and sash offer superior strength.
This is the slimmest profile in the industry today and has 40% less
frame obstruction creating expansive views and increased day-
light in any opening. Heritage Maximum windows come with Pre-
mium Hardware for effortless operation with eight different
colour choices available plus a multi-point locking system to cre-
ate a tight seal and provide greater security. 

This collection comes with d ouble-strength glass and our warm
edge S-Class super spacer with the option of triple pane glass
with Argon, Krypton or a mix of Argon/Krypton gas. 
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collection

In the extruding and manufacturing
of vinyl windows and doors.

The leader 
Heritage Maximum Series: 
Casement, Awning, Fixed

First of Its Kind

HC-401 CASEMENT HC-426 AWNING HC-476 CASEMENT FIXED HC-451 SLIM-FIXED
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Casement windows offer top to bottom
unobstructed views, structural integrity
and wide open ventilation. They are
hinged on the side so the sash swings
outward either left or right depending
on your needs. These windows open up
to 90 degrees so you can easily clean
both sides of the glass from the inside
plus you can also remove our easy-
clean screen for simple cleaning. 

Awning windows allow the window sash
to swing out and upwards and are 
typically hinged at the top. Our Awning
windows open up to 45 degrees from
the bottom letting air circulate freely,
while providing a unique protective
shield to keep rain out and come with
an easy-clean removable screen.

The Casement Fixed windows do not
open and are designed with a structural
frame to accommodate larger openings.
The classic contours of the frame are
designed to match the size and appear-
ance of our casement and awning 
windows for an attractive and uniform
look and operational versatility for your
home.

This Slim-Fixed window does not open
but comes with a low profile design and
a narrow frame to create a distinctive
look and maximizes the glass viewing
area. Slim-Fixed windows can be or-
dered in an unlimited range of architec-
tural shapes and curves to make custom
design creations possible and incorpo-
rates structural and thermal chambers
for superior strength in large openings


